HCBS Conference Intensive: Information & Referral/Assistance for State and Local Professionals
Information & Referral/Assistance Intensive

Agenda

- Updates and Resources from Your National Partners
  - Sherri Clark, ACL; Lindsay Baran, NCIL; Sara Tribe-Clark, Eldercare Locator, n4a; Nanette Relave, ADvancing States

- Break

- Closing the Loop on HCBS Referrals
  - Paul Bennett, AgeOptions; Mia Spitz, NowPow; Ami Patel, ACL (respondent)

- I&R in a Pandemic: Experiences from the Field
  - Clive Jones, AIRS; Christine See, Wisconsin Department of Health Services; Patti Kerns, Valley Area Agency on Aging; Darrel Christenson, Ability360